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1.

2.

Mark only one oval.

Other:

Male

Female

3.

4.

Student Feedback Form for Academic
Year 2021-2022

* Required

Full Name *

Gender *

College Roll No. *

University Roll No. *
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5.

Mark only one oval.

B.Com (Hons.)

B.Sc.(Hons.) Computer Science

B.Sc.(Hons.) Electronics

B.Sc.(Hons.) Mathematics

B.Sc.(Prog.) Mathematical Sciences

Bachelor of Management Studies

B.Sc.(Hons.) Physics

B.Sc. (Prog.) Physical Science with Computer Science

B.A. (Hons.) Psychology

6.

Mark only one oval.

2019-2022

2020-2023

2021-2024

7.

Mark only one oval.

2021

2020

2019

8.

Course *

Batch *

Year of Admission *

Mobile No. *
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9.

10.

Mark only one oval.

Delhi

Outside

Academics

11.

Mark only one oval.

Always

Sometimes

Never

12.

Mark only one oval.

100%

80%-99%

50%-79%

Below 50%

13.

Mark only one oval.

Yes

No

Official Keshav Email-id *

Resident *

 Are the classes held regularly? *

Till what extent the syllabus was covered? *

 Is the syllabus covered on time? *
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14.

Mark only one oval.

Yes

No

15.

Mark only one oval.

Yes

No

16.

Mark only one oval.

Agreed

Disagreed

17.

Mark only one oval.

O�ine Mode

Online Mode

18.

Did you find the class assignment and test useful? *

Have you attended any workshops/seminars held in your college/department? *

If yes, Are you satisfied with the technical workshops/seminars held in your
college/department?

*

Which mode of teaching is better in your opinion? *

Specify the reason  for Offline or Online teaching mode preference.
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Infrastructure

Classrooms

19.

Mark only one oval.

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Average

Below Average

20.

Mark only one oval.

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Average

Below Average

21.

Mark only one oval.

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Average

Below Average

Cleanliness *

Quality of projector *

Quality of Furniture *
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22.

Mark only one oval.

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Average

Below Average

23.

Mark only one oval.

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Average

Below Average

24.

Mark only one oval.

Excellent

Very Good

Average

Good

Below Average

Labs of your department

Size of classroom *

Lighting and Ventilation *

Sitting space *
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25.

Mark only one oval.

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Average

Below Average

Canteen

26.

Mark only one oval.

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Average

Below Average

27.

Mark only one oval.

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Average

Below Average

Washrooms

Availability of sufficient number of software , hardware or instruments *

Quality of Food *

 Hygiene *
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28.

Mark only one oval.

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Average

Below Average

29.

Mark only one oval.

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Average

Below Average

30.

Mark only one oval.

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Average

Below Average

Drinking Water

Cleanliness *

Lighting *

Availability of water supply *
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31.

Mark only one oval.

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Average

Below Average

Library

32.

Mark only one oval.

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Average

Below Average

33.

Mark only one oval.

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Average

Below Average

Availability of water supply *

 Availability of subject related books *

 Availability of reference books *
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34.

Mark only one oval.

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Average

Below Average

35.

Mark only one oval.

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Average

Below Average

36.

Mark only one oval.

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Average

Below Average

Sports & Extra-Curricular Activities

Lighting *

Availability of magazines/newspaper *

Availability of Journals *
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37.

Mark only one oval.

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Average

Below Average

38.

Mark only one oval.

Yes

No

39.

Mark only one oval.

Yes

No

Discipline in the College

40.

Mark only one oval.

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Average

Below Average

Availability of opportunities, support and promotion of sports in your college. *

Does the college have enough space to play sports? *

Did you find enough opportunities to nurture your extra-curricular skills? *

Discipline in the College *
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Grievance Redressal in the College

41.

Mark only one oval.

Excellent

Good

Very Good

Average

Below Average

42.

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

Grievance Redressal in the College *

Your Suggestions *

 Forms

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
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Student Feedback Form for Academic Year
2021-2022
230 responses

Publish analytics

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1vwKb-8z5yShPYLkzC4NYU6iPF6YPWxn6lW8VFUfUCLI/edit#start=publishanalytics
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Full Name

230 responses

Mohd Farhan Ansari

Sahil Bhardwaj

Samraddh Garg

NACHIKET NASA

Chandni Yadav

Vinit Dubey

Ayushi Gupta

Bhavya Chadha

Jitendra Singh

CHIRANJEEV SINGH

Anshuman Bag

RISHI

Kanupriya

JAY PRAKASH

AMAY GUPTA

Sandeep yadav

Sanya Jain

Kashish

Raviju

Deepti Meena

Atul Soni

Viswanadha Sravan
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Abhay

ARCHIT BANSAL

Gaurav Kapri

Harshita Gupta

AKHIL KUMAR SAHARAN

Vanshika Singhal

Loein Attri

ANISH KUMAR

SARAL Verma

SHIVA YADAV

PLAKSHI GUPTA

Nandini Kumari

Amit Kumar sah

Prerna Minocha

Aniket

Tanvi

Karan Fartyal

Gati Pareek

AMIT KUMAR

Radhika Gupta

Sneha Singh

Pradeep Kumar

Rohit Singh
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Rahul Verma

Ankit kumar

Kimmi Jain

Deepak Vashishtha

Rahul Mehra

Akshay sehgal

Devanshi dubey

Pushpa

Puneet Vishwakarma

Shubham Chauhan

Kirti Sharma

Vallabh Tiwari

Adarsh Pandey

Yash

Muskaan Joshi

Bhavik

Thaneesha Mehta

Rhea Gupta

Gaurav Kaushik

Khushi Goel

Simar Bhullar

Avya garg

Sahil Sharma

Vitan singhai
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Khushi Aggarwal

Jayesh kumar gautam

Preeti

𝚈𝚊𝚜𝚑 𝚌𝚑𝚊𝚞𝚍𝚑𝚊𝚛𝚢

Stuti Sahu

Gautam

KARTIKEYA MAURYA

Siddharth Chaturvedi

Ayush Prajapati

Megha Rawat

Ishaan Gupta

Ashna

Samiksha

Luv Rohilla

Yashasvi khurana

Enaa Juneja

Dhiraj kumar

MOHIT JAGLAN

Aryan Gaind

Yash Vishnoi

Sneha Soni

Chetan Yadav

Tushar
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Nishant Anand

Suyash Pandey

PRIYANSHI TOPU

Srishti

Chirag Chand

Rudraksh Gupta

Vipin

Sagar

110 more responses are hidden

Gender

230 responses

Copy

Male
Female

34.3%

65.7%
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College Roll No.

230 responses

1039

1071

6124

6549

20/BS(H)CS/5751

206009

0741

6132

205631

11117

6411

5066

5023

5603

1073

20/BS(H)PH/6317

0221

2111724

10418

1003

0639

21/BC(H)/10427
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5434

206431

10294

6318

21/BC(H)/10329

6011

0705

5059

6337

206441

6410

2110032

11511

0266

206459

5734

6164

0860

1027

0788

11346

6354

5814
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11534

206417

19/BCH/0420

11741

10806

5784

5013

1325

1432

0810

1450

6515

19/BMS/0044

205332

5620

11711

10043

20/BMS/5017

10912

0032

5630

205003

6008

5447
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5322

2111747

21/BA(H)PSY/10047

10809

10041

1475

206416

206446

1028

0790

10641

11515

11537

5246

2110051

5640

6165

6017

10300

21/BS(H)CS/10810

5753

10837

5274
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206018

6151

11352

2110048

206449

0477

1529

0214

109 more responses are hidden
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University Roll No.

230 responses

19035558041

19035558027

20035563036

20035558013

21035570087

19035570096

20035563011

20035528010

21352191

6411

20035590009

20035590018

20035528025

19035558024

20035567006

19035504111

21035587028

21035504154

19035558038

19035570033

21035504035

20035504207
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20035582003

21035504

20035567016

000063

20035558002

19035570097

20035590029

20035567008

20035582043

206410

21069191

2111511

19035504083

206459

20035570106

20035563023

2003588307

19035570039

19035558008

19035570069

5751

11346

20035567030
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20035570080

11534

206417

19035504049

2111741

20035570077

20035590005

19035567006

19035582022

19035570068

19035582031

20035587022

19035590005

20035504209

5620

2111711

21007190

2003540090

10912

19035590023

20035528048

20035590010

20035558032

20035504208
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20035504086

21035587014

2110047

10809

21035528044

19035582014

20035582044

6446

19035558035

19035570059

2110641

21035567011

21035567030

20035504099

2110051

20035528016

206165

20035558023

10300

10810

5753

2110837

20035504196
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20035558024

20035563044

21035563031

21035528043

2035582020

19035504101

19035587038

19035504104

110 more responses are hidden

Course

230 responses

Batch

230 responses

Copy

B.Com (Hons.)
B.Sc.(Hons.) Computer Science
B.Sc.(Hons.) Electronics
B.Sc.(Hons.) Mathematics
B.Sc.(Prog.) Mathematical
Sciences
Bachelor of Management Stu…
B.Sc.(Hons.) Physics
B.Sc. (Prog.) Physical Scienc…
B.A. (Hons.) Psychology

20%

10%

9.6%

7.8%

10.9%

19.6%

Copy

2019-2022
2020-2023
2021-202430.4%

43.5%

26.1%
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Year of Admission

230 responses

Copy

2021
2020
201925.7%

43.5%

30.9%
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Mobile No.

230 responses

9554792934

08375025628

8527548162

8920740097

07683033144

9958635241

9999555968

+919899420210

9528617046

9643818811

9958600243

7217685456

6202397323

9354482597

9971355542

8882708202

9306100265

7982098409

8210389815

09354781373

7389532001

9821709738
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9953629742

7291955971

9389267261

8826606440

08077483399

+917678247617

9818633736

+917277504025

8708752746

09138316140

07717474693

8860207498

9350110933

7357762154

9540298080

+918755492909

08377896313

08505845050

8076665901

6394679553

8802204855

7652069585

9242443957
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8791761157

08766239994

8894607761

8053336320

8076963113

9821769854

8964089647

9306027392

7607371738

9354197988

9996650188

8382926261

9833537108

9911632263

8383865854

9899981583

8527025709

9560434405

+919910824884

9717896036

9821348954

07291875969

8368901017

8349086914
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9311879312

9830109220

8510098117

9336727129

8847850360

7987301958

08700746495

7459820830

7455926748

8800189375

9958601094

09971633265

7015721015

7525055432

+918929340904

9810240188

8427433411

7855894886

8377042858

7982278286

8979914005

9528505179

8057163434
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9319909479

07835815883

9818043414

7717457653

9045756060

7840856691

+917982066741

8930140700

110 more responses are hidden
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Official Keshav Email-id

230 responses

mohdfarhan191071@keshav.du.ac.in

samraddh206549@keshav.du.ac.in

nachiket205751@keshav.du.ac.in

chandni2111741@keshav.du.ac.in

vinit2110806@keshav.du.ac.in

ayushi206132@keshav.du.ac.in

jitendra2111117@keshav.du.ac.in

chiranjeev206411@keshav.du.ac.in

anshuman205066@keshav.du.ac.in

jay191073@keshav.du.ac.in

amay206317@keshav.du.ac.in

sandeep190221@keshav.du.ac.in

sanya2111724@keshav.du.ac.in

rishi2110418@keshav.du.ac.in

shubhankar191003@keshav.du.ac.in

raviju190639@keshav.du.ac.in

deepti190809@keshav.du.ac.in

atul2110427@keshav.du.ac.in

viswanadha205434@keshav.du.ac.in

abhay206431@keshav.du.ac.in

archit2110294@keshav.du.ac.in

Gaurav206318@keshav.du.ac.in
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harshita2110329@gmail.com

akhil206011@keshav.du.ac.in

vanshika190705@keshav.du.ac.in

loein205059@keshav.du.ac.in

anish206337@keshav.du.ac.in

saral191039@keshav.du.ac.in

shiva206441@keshav.du.ac.in

Plakshi206410@keshav.du.ac.in

nandini2110032@keshav.du.ac.in

amit2111511@keshav.du.ac.in

prerna190266@keshav.du.ac.in

aniket206459@keshav.du.ac.in

tanvi205734@keshav.du.ac.in

sahil206124@keshav.du.ac.in

karanmonster8143@gmail.com

gati190860@keshav.du.ac.in

amit191027@keshav.du.ac.in

radhika190788@keshav.du.ac.in

sneha2111346@keshav.du.ac.in

pradeep206354@keshav.du.ac.in

rohit205814@keshav.du.ac.in

rahul2111534@keshav.du.ac.in

ankit206417@keshav.du.ac.in
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kimmi190420@keshav.du.ac.in

deepak206009@keshav.du.ac.in

rahul205784@keshav.du.ac.in

Akshay205013@keshav.du.ac.in

devanshime18@gmail.com

pushpa191432@keshav.du.ac.in

Puneet190810@keshav.du.ac.in

shubham191450@keshav.du.ac.in

kirti206515@keshav.du.ac.in

vallabh190741@keshav.du.ac.in

adarsh19044@keshav.du.ac.in

yash205332@keshav.du.ac.in

muskaan205620@keshav.du.ac.in

bhavik2111711@keshav.du.ac.in

thaneesha2110043@keshav.du.ac.in

rhea205017@keshav.du.ac.in

gaurav2110912@keshav.du.ac.in

khushi19032@keshav.du.ac.in

simar205630@keshav.du.ac.in

avya205003@keshav.du.ac.in

bhavya205631@keshav.du.ac.in

sahil206008@keshav.du.ac.in

Vitan205447@keshav.du.ac.in

khushi205322@keshav.du.ac.in
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jayesh2111747@keshav.du.ac.in

preeti2110047@keshav.du.ac.in

yash2110809@keshav.du.ac.in

stuti2110041@keshav.du.ac.in

Gautam205023@keshav.du.ac.in

Kartikeya191475@keshav.du.ac.in

siddharth206416@keshav.du.ac.in

ayush206446@keshav.du.ac.in

rishi191028@keshav.du.ac.in

megha190790@keshav.du.ac.in

kanupriya205603@keshav.du.ac.in

Ishaan2110641@keshav.du.ac.in

ashna2111515@keshav.du.ac.in

samiksha2111537@keshav.du.ac.in

luv205246@keshav.du.ac.in

yashasvi2110051@keshav.du.ac.in

enaa205640@keshav.du.ac.in

dhiraj206165@keshav.du.ac.in

mohit206017@keshav.du.ac.in

aryan2110300@keshav.du.ac.in

yash2110810@keshav.du.ac.in

sneha205753@keshav.du.ac.in

chetan2110837@keshav.du.ac.in
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Tushar205274@keshav.du.ac.in

nishant206018@keshav.du.ac.in

suyash206151@keshav.du.ac.in

priyanshi2111352@keshav.du.ac.in

srishti2110048@keshav.du.ac.in

chirag206449@keshav.du.ac.in

rudrakshgupta1062@gmail.com

vipin191529@keshav.du.ac.in

113 more responses are hidden

Resident

230 responses

Academics

 Are the classes held regularly?

230 responses

Copy

Delhi
Outside42.2%

57.8%

Copy

Always
Sometimes
Never23%

73.9%
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Till what extent the syllabus was covered?

230 responses

 Is the syllabus covered on time?

230 responses

Did you find the class assignment and test useful?

230 responses

Copy

100%
80%-99%
50%-79%
Below 50%

7.4%

13.5%
42.6%

36.5%

Copy

Yes
No

19.6%

80.4%

Copy

Yes
No

22.6%

77.4%
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Have you attended any workshops/seminars held in your
college/department?

230 responses

If yes, Are you satisfied with the technical workshops/seminars held in
your college/department?

230 responses

Which mode of teaching is better in your opinion?

230 responses

Copy

Yes
No38.7%

61.3%

Copy

Agreed
Disagreed40%

60%

Copy

Offline Mode
Online Mode

18.7%

81.3%
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Specify the reason  for Offline or Online teaching mode preference.

145 responses

Offline classes are more interactive

Due to covid 😷 it is very difficult to travel and accommodate accordingly and even now covid
casevin delhi are increasing day by day and if I could get positive then there is no one to help
as I am outsider student

Offline teaching is far better but in current session, with syllabus being covered mostly online
and without any offline revision and lack of study materials finding online much better till now.

Offline has one to one interaction and doubt solving sessions are very useful.

Just that I don't have to commute to the college.

It is more interactive

Offline makes student attentive.

Easier to understand in offline mode

Because of more interactive classes are held in offline mode

Offline teaching is better than online but college time se open krne chahiye the!!

Better understanding

Face to face interaction with teacher.

As most of the syllabus has been covered in online mode so exam should be conducted on the
same mode.

Class room environment is the best.

IN OFFLINE MODE WE GET SOME TIME TO ABSORB THE CONCEPTS WHEN THEY ARE
TAUGHT ON THE BOARD. 

As we are final year students so as we have to prepare for our entrance and all here after
attending the college class so much of our time get wasted.

Online mode required us to sit at a place for long hours, which felt very unhealthy.

If it wasn't going to be offline , personally I say , I was on a bad track in online mode. Thanks
everyone who makes the DU to reopen its colleges after covid time.
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The classes must be offline its good for students but the exams of this sem must be online  
Strongly requested because its only burden which is on us not the knowledge which was
meant to be on us .

From the very begining we have are classes in online mode now we get much familiar with the
online mode. As i am from Himanchal Pradesh i feel that online mode is best for me and other
students. Till this pandamic like situation get normalise..

Offline mode is much better than online as classes are held in classrooms instead at home
and practicals are helpful as well in offline mode

For OBE

Convenient and safe

Offline teaching because it is more interactive and effective

Teacher interaction is slightly better in offline mode than online mode as there sometimes
network barrier become the main issue in online mode.

in offline i am able to understand the maths problem

Offline teaching has better interaction this better output.

Better Interaction

Teacher cant live they take lectures on time in online mode 
.. But in offline mode they come in classes after 15-20 minutes late and they go classe early 5
minutes.... And due to spread of covid cases in delhi... Its better to take online classes....

Face to face interaction and better understanding

I liked online mode because we don't have to waste time and wait for our next classes in
between we are able to study and do our assignments and secondly was able to attend
maximum no. Of classes from anywhere.

Physical teacher student interaction enables more concentration on behalf of the student and
more interest on behalf of the teacher.

Time management

While efforts made by teachers were 100% on both modes.. I think I lagged a lot as student
and some others must have too. Home is not an environment to get the feel of education. I
think my education has lagged because I studied below average at home and now it has
become suddenly hard to cover my past mistakes. When you're in classroom, you're more
attentive than at home.
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The kind of attention that offline classes grab is unmatched. Interaction is much better in a
classroom.

It’s easier to focus offline, and each student gets necessary attention from teachers. However,
handwritten offline assignments are nonsensical when the same work can be done more
efficiently via digital mediums. Plagiarism checks may need to be instated, but otherwise,
digital assignments are superior.

Hands on experience of subjects

Better concentration, better attention, more interaction

In online there is lack of face to face communication between teachers and students while in
offline student can connect better with teachers. In online classes teachers often teaches
through pdf which in my opinion is not a better option as compared to a typical classroom
board teaching.

According to me offline classes are better because it gives facilities to interact with teacher
and classmates which is the most important for teaching and understanding things in a better
way.

I love both because teachers help us a lot in both modes. But yeah interaction b/w teacher and
student is much better in offline so yes offline is better that online

Time taking long distance from home to college kills the studying hours and makes less
effective in offline mode.

Good for eyes and develops social skill too.

Promotes punctuality and discipline. 
It also facilitates better understanding of concepts because of various factors like : 
- impression on the teacher 
- specifically coming to college for studying (so it would make me want to fulfill the task
(studying) as well) 

Students actually study in offline mode.

We got better clarity of understanding with various concepts with numerous visual examples.
Also we can revisit the old lectures if we missed any of them.  
The empty time slots between lectures can be used by us for some other preparations. But in
offline we have to stay in colleges and making not able to do some other work/coaching..etc

One to one interaction is necessary 
And we get a bond with our teachers to understand each other's perspective and behaviour 
And ofcourse we understand the learning process in physical mode, everyone is attentive in
physical mode rather than online and we can ask questions also easily rather than in online
mode.
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Offline teaching is more interactive

Better way to Understand Things in Offline Mode

As i am outsider and during this pandemic i think online mode is favourable.

Online mode had its own perks , being efficient as a lot of students' time and money is saved.
Learning outcomes solely depends on individuals and it provide better understanding through
info graphics and visuals, and make students ready for the tech world.

Travelling makes me tired and because of that I can not study properly and the behaviour of
teachers in offline class is not student concern

We have save the travelling time during Online classes, this is comfortable for whole system

In offline mode there is interaction, exposure and specially we don't have to sit in front of
screens all the time which was really bugging me and was surely unhealthy for my eyes and
mind.

Time saving and effective study

Time saving and effective study

Offline classes are more interactive and effective.

Offline classes promote group projects with other students, and it helps the students to learn
new skills. Online education makes students more introverted as they connect with other
students only through online chatting, not face-to-face interaction.

In online mode I might pay attention to the lecture and pointing it out was difficult thus often
tines I was paying attention in the lecture

Saves time

Interactive

Better intercation

Face to face interaction

Because half of the syllabus completed online

While at offline mode you get to concentrate on studies without much distraction. You make
notes and remember what was actually taught.

Offline Mode is better. 
• Teachers are regular 
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• Easy to understand 
• Doubts get cleared 

Understanding of topics is more in offline mode.

Somebody says online mode is better but i think offline mode or regular mode is bettern than
online becz du colleges are given big expposure and with study i will gain everything eca and...

Easy to interact with teachers

We could directly interact with the teacher without any technical disturbances

Better interaction

Online is comfort

Due to abundance of assignment nd lack of knowledge exposer

Face to face conversation

Bcoz interaction is the thing which is very important in studies

Interaction with teacher

Personal attention and doubt clearance

Offline mode of education is much more convenient but at the same time due to corona
pandamic the quality of education has diminished.

Offline was better as i could attend classes at the comfort of my home which is not in Delhi,
and due to online classes i had to shift which was a big adjustment for me as a person who
has never been away from home for this long a period.

Online class gives more time to students to study for competitive exams and excel in
competitive world.

Eye to contact with teacher.. internet connection issue occurs lot of times during online it's
better to offline

Offline teaching provides better growth and understanding and helps students get familiar with
each other.

Offline mode is actual teaching, one gets a sense of learning. Online learning is crap.

Better interaction doubt solving in offline mode

Offline teaching mode leads to higher attentiveness and accountability in the class, according
to me.
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As online platform saves lot of commuting time which can be effectively used for effective
studies..nd reduces the travel pressure...

Yes I understand that the world is moving towards technological advancements, especially in
education sector, like anyone can learn anything from any part of the world,so that makes
learning easy and affordable,but still what I believe that we are humans,so if we learn things
living within the people,we can learn more,and one to one interaction is always beneficial,that
leads to the overall holistic development of the learners and tutors leading to Happy 😊 life for
us.

Both modes have their own benefits but when comes to time efficiency, online mode is the way
to go. It also reduces the physical burden(travelling etc) the students as well as teachers
which means more effort in teaching and both learning(if the person is serious, cause online
mode is most misused).

Concentration is more in online mode

More clartiy of concepts

More interactive than online and better subject & practical understanding

Good connectivity and feel better teaching experience between students and teachers....

I would definitely prefer offline mode of teaching as in offline mode there is direct face to face
interaction with the teacher and our fellow classmates. In this mode, focus will be more on
studies rather than outside activities while studying. Also, in offline mode we can enjoy
physical activities as well with our friends in our free time.

In offline mode the students get more exposure and i personally understand my lectures better
in offline mode

No time was wasted in online classes.

Interpersonal learning 
Exposure 
Competitiveness in offline classrooms among students(which was absent in online mode)

No time wasted between classes in online mode.

I prefer offline classes because Offline classes are more interactive and understanding
between the Student and Teacher increases as compare of online classes.And as a basic thing
of humans of being more of a social creature.So offline classes supports this basic
idea.Having offline classes enable us to meet people from different regions physically not just
in a video call having no interaction between classmates.So that is why I prefer offline mode of
teaching.

In offline classes we can ask our doubt without any network, voice and background voice
problems.
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44 more responses are hidden

Infrastructure

Classrooms

Cleanliness

230 responses

Quality of projector

230 responses

Copy

Excellent
Very Good
Good
Average
Below Average

16.5%

7%

23.5%

27.8%

25.2%

Copy

Excellent
Very Good
Good
Average
Below Average

7.8%

35.7%

26.1%

20%
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Quality of Furniture

230 responses

Size of classroom

230 responses

Lighting and Ventilation

230 responses

Copy

Excellent
Very Good
Good
Average
Below Average

9.1%

15.2%

17%

31.7%

27%

Copy

Excellent
Very Good
Good
Average
Below Average

14.3%

9.1%

18.7%

36.1%

21.7%

Copy

Excellent
Very Good
Good
Average
Below Average

13.9%

15.7%

18.7%

26.5%

25.2%
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Sitting space

230 responses

Labs of your department

Availability of sufficient number of software , hardware or instruments

230 responses

Canteen

Quality of Food

230 responses

Copy

Excellent
Very Good
Average
Good
Below Average

15.7%

12.2%

19.6%

24.3%

28.3%

Copy

Excellent
Very Good
Good
Average
Below Average

15.2%

18.7%

20.4%

24.8%

20.9%

Copy

Excellent
Very Good
Good
Average
Below Average

10.4%

12.6%

21.3%

33%

22.6%
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 Hygiene

230 responses

Washrooms

Cleanliness

230 responses

Lighting

230 responses

Copy

Excellent
Very Good
Good
Average
Below Average

10.9%

13.9%

22.6%

33.5%

19.1%

Copy

Excellent
Very Good
Good
Average
Below Average

10%

13%

32.2%

23.9%

20.9%

Copy

Excellent
Very Good
Good
Average
Below Average

10.4%

13.9%

19.6%

25.7%

30.4%
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Availability of water supply

230 responses

Drinking Water

Availability of water supply

230 responses

Library

 Availability of subject related books

230 responses

Copy

Excellent
Very Good
Good
Average
Below Average

11.7%

21.7%
25.2%

23.9%

17.4%

Copy

Excellent
Very Good
Good
Average
Below Average

10.9%

28.7%
22.2%

23%
15.2%

Copy

Excellent
Very Good
Good
Average
Below Average

15.2%

8.3%

17%

33.5%

26.1%
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 Availability of reference books

230 responses

Lighting

230 responses

Availability of magazines/newspaper

230 responses

Copy

Excellent
Very Good
Good
Average
Below Average

14.8%

9.1%

17.4%

33.5%

25.2%

Copy

Excellent
Very Good
Good
Average
Below Average

17.8%

7.4%

14.3%
33.5%

27%

Copy

Excellent
Very Good
Good
Average
Below Average

17%

8.7%

13.5%

38.7%

22.2%
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Availability of Journals

230 responses

Sports & Extra-Curricular Activities

Availability of opportunities, support and promotion of sports in your
college.

230 responses

Does the college have enough space to play sports?

230 responses

Copy

Excellent
Very Good
Good
Average
Below Average

11.7%

8.7%

15.7%

40.9%

23%

Copy

Excellent
Very Good
Good
Average
Below Average

9.1%

10.9%

36.5%

21.3%

22.2%

Copy

Yes
No

26.5%

73.5%
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Did you find enough opportunities to nurture your extra-curricular skills?

230 responses

Discipline in the College

Discipline in the College

230 responses

Grievance Redressal in the College

Grievance Redressal in the College

230 responses

Copy

Yes
No55.2%

44.8%

Copy

Excellent
Very Good
Good
Average
Below Average

19.1%

12.2%
36.1%

29.1%

Copy

Excellent
Good
Very Good
Average
Below Average

13.9%

12.2%

29.6%

10.9%

33.5%
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Your Suggestions

230 responses

.

Nothing

No

NA

N/A

Nil

Good

Nothing

Maintain the drinking water quality.

Online class

Kindly update the library with latest study materials and in adequate quantities

College should organise career counselling sessions for the students.

Impressive college.

College needs many improvements

washrooms to be maintained properly

Sports and extra curricular activities need to be talked on and events like fests and other
activities or camps related to streams. 
.

Please arrange fest , freshers , farewell too . Encourage the extracurricular activities more.

Almost College is better than University ☺ 

All the facilities in the college are good except washroom. College should has to work on that
else it will make a huge impact on hygiene.
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Cleanliness should be taken care

Everything is fine

Washrooms should be mafe much better. The lighting should he improved.

Lacks in infrastructure, labs , canteen, washrooms are not good

College ID cards should be issued as soon as possible for 1st and 2nd year students.

Please listen to the students demand

Sports can be much much better in our college.

Everything is fine in college

IMPROVE DRINKING WATER AND WASHROOMS. 
PROVIDE SUFFICIENT AND WORKING LAB APPARATUS.

College is good

Please increase the number of systems in labs, they aren't enough for batch of 60 students.
Also, please upgrade the lights of classrooms which aren't lecture halls and the canteen. These
rooms are too dim. Lastly, please provide a suitable place for indoor games. The chess club in
college is not officially recognised and games are usually held in canteen, which is too loud
and too dim.

Sometimes, it is hard to take classes and do society work together, so may be, the college
should try to do something regarding this

If there is a seminar in the college, all the students should be allowed to attend. Presently, only
NSS members are allowed. 🥲

Suggestion is to take online exams so far . Which is really a point to think on by the university
and also our college has some covid positive cases which is really dangerous for us .

Fest should be conducted on regular time interval

Don't preffer to say any thing

Drinking water is not drinkable please draw your attention towards that

Water coller does not work properly and there is no filter, taste of water is bad so pls take care
of this

Washrooms infrastructure and water supply needed to be maintained.

Better washroom conditions and sanitation.
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Online is feasible as cases are increasing

Infrastructure should be improved immediately 
More extracurricular opportunities should be given to the students  
Societies should be given space to practice and should be given economical support. 
Laboratories should be enhanced to improve the quality of research and learning.

Canteen ka Khana accha nhi h  
Or top floor wale washroom m Pani nhi aata 🥲. Washroom m soap bhi nhi hota .

Excellent college in every aspects.

I prefer online examinations!

improve the washroom and classroom banches

Drinking water should be filtered not just cooled. Gym should be open always. Lunch break
should be for at least 45 min. Free wifi should be given to students. Sports equipments should
be available always. Baaki sab thik hi hai.

1. Drinking Water facility should be improved rest all is good.

No suggestions

Washrooms are filthy with lack of hygiene and water supply.

The classes should be held regularly , the societies must be encouraged and given proper
funds to function properly and water availability is good but the water quality needs to be
addressed. We are also lacking in sports activities and last and very Important is "FEST" . We
need funds for the same.

Atleast the washrooms should be repaired. The maintenance is hell bad there is no soap to
wash hands , it is very difficult for any girl i hope you will look into this matter

The college should take into account other activities such as fests, offline events, etc to help
students in their personal growth.

It's a school not college. 
Daily assignment are not good because we have not enough time to do assignments daily. 
We should spend our time in curriculum activities not in daily assignments.

Please do not go back to online classes at any cost, even if I might fail this semester with my
current progress in subjects.. I do not wish for online classes or examination.  
If possible, let us have flexible exam schedule in next semester to cope with failure without
excessive pain.  
Online education is ruining our economy.
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Infrastructure can be a lot better. I feel Coolers or good number of fans that work at a high
speed are a must inside classrooms. The only reason I did not feel like coming to college
during summers is the extreme heat.  
There should be filters near water cooler and should be changed from time to time.
Washrooms need actual attention. The water supply is inefficient to wash hands let alone
presence of soaps. Sanitary pads dispenser should be installed in every girl's washroom. 
Projectors need a complete replacement. A white board should be installed alongside
blackboards instead of that dragging down white screen which is completely dirty. Canteen's
cleanliness is a major disappointment.  
We are going to graduate soon but I think these things should be addressed as soon as
possible for the upcoming batches.

Digital assignments should be preferred. Faculty members should be prompted to be more
accommodating and empathetic towards students from different backgrounds. Administrative
work needs to be significantly more streamlined. Hooliganism needs to be addressed.

Cant say really

There is a dire need for lighting, cleanliness and bigger space in all dimensions, specifically in
classrooms. Benches are spiked, there is not enough space. Further the bathroom needs liquid
soap dispensers and sanitary pad dispensers with cleanliness. Along this, library does not
have all subject course books, and needs better arrangements, it's so mismanaged that
nothing can be be found, lwt alone read.

I think my college continuously improving teaching plans, extra curricular activities and provide
good placement opportunities.

Internet facilities should be provided in college such that we can use virtual labs .

Could have been better if the classes were started from 1st day when the semester begun as I
have faced a lot of problems coming to delhi in mid semester and i was not able to come on
17th feb due to non availability of tickets and due to other family obligations. Took my first
offline class in beginning of march and at that point of time 70% syllabus was already got
completed.

The college has not been cleaned properly post covid, we can find dust everywhere in the
premises.

At this particular time No suggestions

I have no suggestions.

Infrastructure and Labs need serious upgrade and all classes should be given Lectures halls
and not only Hons courses

Awesome

Sports tournament karwado
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...

Online classes with offline exams and internal assessment may work better.

Make attention on sports... Conduct sports day

There should be more seminars and workshops

Need improvements

1. Better projectors and white boards should be installed in the classrooms in place of the
white curtains. 
2. Some chairs in the library need to be replaced because they are broken or damaged in some
form or the other. 
3. Some seats in the canteen are damaged and need to be repaired. 
4. More places for sitting area for students need to be created in and around the canteen to be
used during the lunch break. 
5. Better lighting should be arranged in the library and the canteen.

Every sport must be encouraged. Proper opportunities should be provided by the college in
terms of sports and extra curricular activities. Boys washrooms should be cleaned regularly,
they have always been stinking since the college is reopened. Canteen should be more
hygienic.

The admin office people's never help us if we have any query.

It is a very good college and i am very glad to be a part of this college

It is a good college

Labs should be maintained because most of the computers are not working and also open the
gym for every one.

Please clean the washrooms as their is no lock in washroom 
Don't have lights 
Not availablity of soaps 
Don't have water supply in washroom and have lot of smell come outside of the washroom 
Most important locks and cleanliness. 
Lot of ants and insects their on pot 
I think main thing is to maintain washroom i.e. more hygienic for us. 

nil

Need to be more like a DU college

nope
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College is overall very good

Should conduct more offline activities

The tech resources need to be replenished.

Suggestion is to provide a better platform to students for nurturing their own talents

Please give pure drinking water

The toilet could be maintained.  
The lights in classroom should be repaired.  
Dusts must be removed from desks. 
Water should be of better quality.  
Canteen must be better organized.

Overall Good

Overall Good

Classes should be made more engaging and practical rather than theoretical . There should be
more activities.

. 

-

College should organise more events and fests . Also there's no farewell being provided to final
year students

I think it's not college its a school because there are no events happening in the college from
the administration side since last 2 months, even there is no signs of farewell function for final
year students. Also, there were no inter college sports events during the last 2 months. But one
thing I need to say that in the academic section its good teachers are well experienced and
syllabus is completed on time.

Satisfactory surroundings

Best out of campus college

overall a good college but need to improve in some areas

109 more responses are hidden
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Section 1 of 4

After section 1

Section 2 of 4

This form is automatically collecting emails for Keshav Mahavidyalaya users. Change settings

Feedback Form for Teachers 2021-2022
This form is designed to obtain feedback for 2021-22 from teachers on curriculum, facilities and
teaching for the purpose of AQAR 2021-22 as per NAAC guidelines.

*Name of the Teacher

Short answer text

*Department

Short answer text

Continue to next section

Regarding Curriculum

 Description (optional)

*

Strongly agree

1. Is the curriculum need based?

Feedback Form for Teachers 2021-2022

Questions Responses Se�ings

https://accounts.google.com/SignOutOptions?hl=en&continue=https://docs.google.com/forms/u/2/d/1ZbGOu_Ywuh_kUvxebasi7rn5BHeGQtKC3zCcho9JS7I/edit%3Fusp%3Dforms_home%26ths%3Dtrue
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Agree
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Name of the Teacher

16 responses

Dr. Mohd Azaj Ansari

Jagneet kaur Anand

Nidhi Aggarwal

Sudhir Kumar Gupta

Dr. Manjari Singh

Ms. Prama Vishnoi

Jyoti Anand

Sonu Mehta

Neha Yadav

Dr Jyoti Bansal

Dr. Bhavna Gupta

Dr Roli Bansal

Astha Kanjlia

Kritee Manchanda

RAJAT ARORA

Prof Vinita Jindal

Feedback Form for Teachers 2021-2022
16 responses

Publish analytics
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Department

16 responses

Regarding Curriculum

1. Is the curriculum need based?

16 responses

2. Are the Program/Course Syllabi Outcome based?

16 responses

Copy

Commerce
Computer Science

Department of Co…
Department of ma…

Electronics
English

Management Stud…
Mathematics

Physics
0

1

2

3

2 (12.5%)2 (12.5%)2 (12.5%)

3 (18.8%)3 (18.8%)3 (18.8%)

1 (6.3%)1 (6.3%)1 (6.3%) 1 (6.3%)1 (6.3%)1 (6.3%)

3 (18.8%)3 (18.8%)3 (18.8%)

1 (6.3%)1 (6.3%)1 (6.3%)

2 (12.5%)2 (12.5%)2 (12.5%)

1 (6.3%)1 (6.3%)1 (6.3%)

2 (12.5%)2 (12.5%)2 (12.5%)

Copy

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

12.5%62.5%

25%

Copy

Strongly Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

12.5%

56.3%

25%
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3. Does the curriculum have necessary flexibility?

16 responses

4. Does the syllabus need revision?

16 responses

5. Does curriculum enhance employability of students?

16 responses

Copy

Strongly Agree
Agree
neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

12.5%

12.5%

43.8%

31.3%

Copy

Strongly Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

12.5%

31.3%

50%

Copy

Yes
No
Maybe25%

12.5%

62.5%
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6. Suggestions for improving the curriculum if any.

8 responses

None

More feild work and community service needs to be built into the curriculum and outcomes.
Internship opportunities need to be integrated within the course requirements.

More Practical based approached need to be introduced so that we can prepare students to be
job ready. They look out for practical learning outside and hence it affects the classroom
teaching too.

Imparting of IT Skills may be enhanced in the curriculum. Formal education on life skills like
dealing with physical and mental stress, competition may be included as a part of curriculum.

Curriculum can be made more flexible by offering optional subjects inline with industry
requirements

Industry required skills needs to be added

Skill based components can be increased

The curriculum needs to be industry oriented so that our students are more job ready and
equipped beforehand with requirements of the corporate world.

Regarding Facilities in College

7. Rate the infrastructure of the college.

16 responses

Copy

Excellent
Good
Fair
Poor

18.8%

18.8%

62.5%
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8. Is the college well maintained?

16 responses

9. Are the ICT tools available in the college sufficient?

16 responses

10.  How would you grade the collection of books in the college library
and the user friendliness of the library management?

16 responses

Copy

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

12.5%

25%

62.5%

Copy

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

12.5%

31.3%

50%

Copy

Excellent
Very good
Good
Fair
Poor

12.5%
50%

31.3%
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11.  Is the environment in the college favorable for teaching and
research?

16 responses

Copy

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

12.5%

31.3%

56.3%
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12. Suggestions to improve the overall quality of education and infrastructure of the
college.

16 responses

None

More laboratories and research areas to be developed

Labs should be maintained properly

ICT related infrastructure should be improved.

Timely maintenance and enhancement of the ICT facilities along with other infrastructure
needs attention. Inter-departmental learnings and interaction should be strengthened through
combined seminars and sharing of knowledge systems.

We need more number of systems along with updated softwares in the labs.

Enhancing the IT infrastructure

We are heading fast in digital era, IT infrastructure may be upgraded. Software for routine work
like timetable, maintenance of record may be developed or purchased.

Infrastructure of college is in excellent condition and well maintained.

Brainstorming sessions with industry experts and scientists

More smart rooms need to be prepared

More smart classrooms are needed

Interaction with industry experts, seminars/ conclaves/ research projects/ live research can
bridge the gap between academia and the outside world. 
ICT tools need to be maintained in running order so that they may be used.

Regular updation of infrastructure is required

Separate lab/rooms for research work,increase in number of ICT tools

The college must take measures to upgrade/maintain its infrastructure in well condition as
and when required.

Regarding On-line and off-line Teaching
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13. Online teaching was as effective as offline teaching.

16 responses

14. Online teaching methods could be learnt easily.

16 responses

15. Communicating with the students was easy in online teaching.

16 responses

Copy

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

37.5%

37.5%

25%

Copy

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

18.8%
50%

31.3%

Copy

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

18.8%

50%

18.8%
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16. Students interact in Online teaching.

16 responses

17. Training programs are required for online teaching.

16 responses

18. Which platform was used by you to teach online?

16 responses

Copy

Strongly Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

18.8%

37.5%

37.5%

Copy

Strongly Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disgree

43.8%

56.3%

Copy

0 5 10 15

Google Meet

WhatsApp

MS Teams

Zoom

Other

15 (93.8%15 (93.8%15 (93.8%

10 (62.5%)10 (62.5%)10 (62.5%)

13 (81.3%)13 (81.3%)13 (81.3%)

7 (43.8%)7 (43.8%)7 (43.8%)

2 (12.5%)2 (12.5%)2 (12.5%)
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19. What challenges did you face when you shifted back to off-line teaching,

16 responses

None

Laboratory apparatus partially got rusted. Students had to work hard to adjust to offline mode.

Teaching practical papers was a task as the systems in the lab were not working properly

Less number of students turned up for offline classes

Taking lab classes was a challenge because of systems not working properly

Attendance was low

Lab infrastructure required maintenance. Some students joined late, some topics had to be
repeated for them.

To make students focus more in class and attend the classes regularly.

Initially, few students didn't turn up.

Lack of focus of students

Lack of focus

Students had not attended online classes so now when they are back to offline classes they
are completely lost as to what the subjects are, what has already been covered

Attendance shortage due to inconvenience to students coming from different cities

Difficult for students to study for long hours and write as they lost that habbit in online mode.

student does not want to come to classes as per schedule.
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20. How did the students react when they came back to college after a gap of almost
2 years?

16 responses

Happy

Students welcomed the comeback although they had to put more efforts to adapt to the
changes.

They were very enthusiastic and happy to come to college after 2 years. Also the kind of
interaction that we can have between students and teachers in offline mode is irreplaceable.

Students were happy, students from outside NCR had turned up in lesser number.

They were excited and happy to be in physical mode.

They were excited to attendclasses and their enthusiasm was visible in the class in the
beginning.

They took time to get back to normal routine, All students were not regular.

They were very excited, wanted to make up for the two years. Planned a lot of activities.
Writing skills have suffered, they have stopped rote memorizing, are able to apply the concepts
though. Are struggling with learning for exams in physical mode.

Students were excited and happy to come back to the college and interact with teachers in
person. But some of the students were concerned about offline exam.

It took some days to get used to offline classes for them

Many of the students were not having access to online resources, so they were excited to join
back

They were happy

Students had lost touch with the concept of learning, studying, spending time in classes for
lectures, they had no will to study, come to class, they had developed phobia for offline exams
leading to anxiety

The ones who wanted to come were anxious and excited. Most of the others were
uncomfortable

They were extremely happy

they were happy and want to interact with the friends and faculty members.
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21. Did the student interaction increase in the offline classes?

8 responses

22. Suggestions to improve the academic environment in the college.

16 responses

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google. Report Abuse - Terms of Service - Privacy Policy

Copy

Significantly
Marginally
Same as in Online Teaching

100%

Copy

Collaboration with othe…
Constructive discussio…

Every student learns in…
Infrastructure upgradat…

Lab infrastructure nee…
Research centre shoul…

Students may be enco…
tests…
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1.

2.

3.

KMV Employer Feedback Form
KMV Employer Feedback Form 

Dear Ma'am/Sir, 
Your feedback will help us enhance quality of education being imparted at Keshav 
Mahavidyalaya.  

* Required

Name of your Organisation *

Contact Number *

Email address *
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4.

Mark only one oval per row.

5.

Mark only one oval per row.

6.

Mark only one oval.

Yes

No

How do you rate the skill set of students of Keshav Mahavidyalaya? *

Average Good Very Good Excellent

Knowledge

Leadership

Team Spirit

Proactive Attitude

Innovative Ideas

Communication Skills

Computer Knowledge

Interpersonal Skills

Knowledge

Leadership

Team Spirit

Proactive Attitude

Innovative Ideas

Communication Skills

Computer Knowledge

Interpersonal Skills

How do you rate the students of Keshav Mahavidyalaya in terms of *

Average Good Very Good Excellent

Discipline

Punctuality

Overall Performance

Discipline

Punctuality

Overall Performance

Do they lack in any skill? *
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7.

8.

Mark only one oval.

Average

Good

Very Good

Excellent

9.

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

If Yes, Please specify the skill required

How do you rate your hiring experience at Keshav Mahavidyalaya?    *

Suggestion(s) if any regarding skill(s) that can be improved in order to increase
the overall placement ratio of the students in College.

*

 Forms
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Name of your Organisation

1 response

A.T. Kearney India Pvt. Ltd.

Contact Number

1 response

9811260881

Email address

1 response

smriti.tankha@kearney.com

How do you rate the skill set of students of Keshav Mahavidyalaya?

KMV Employer Feedback Form
1 response

Publish analytics

Copy
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How do you rate the students of Keshav Mahavidyalaya in terms of

Do they lack in any skill?

1 response

If Yes, Please specify the skill required

1 response

Professionalism

How do you rate your hiring experience at Keshav Mahavidyalaya?    

1 response

Copy

Discipline Punctuality Overall Performance
0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0
AverageAverageAverage GoodGoodGood Very GoodVery GoodVery Good ExcellentExcellentExcellent

Copy

Yes
No

100%

Copy

Average
Good
Very Good
Excellent

100%
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Suggestion(s) if any regarding skill(s) that can be improved in order to increase the
overall placement ratio of the students in College.

1 response

Students lack professionalism and appreciation for the organization that hires them. Mindset
needs to be learning oriented at the beginning of their careers.
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1.

2.

KMV Alumni Feedback Form
Dear Alumni, we are glad that you had chosen this college and spent valuable years of 
your life pursuing the course of your choice at Keshav Mahavidyalaya, University of Delhi. 
We are proud of the association with you and shall be thankful if you can spare some of 
your time to �ll up this Alumni Feedback Form to give feedback and inputs for further 
improvement in the College. This shall help us to improve the quality of our teaching 
learning process and other aspects of administrative/ academic functioning of the 
college.  
Note: Use of laptop or desktop is recommended for �lling the form since it provides a 
better User Interface (UI).

* Required

Full Name *

Batch / Year of Passing *
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3.

Mark only one oval.

B.Com (Hons)

B.Sc. (Hons) Computer Science

B.Sc. (Hons) Electronics

B.Sc. (Hons) Mathematics

B.Sc. (Prog) Mathematical Sciences

Bachelor in Management Science (BMS)

B.Sc. (Hons) Physics

B.Sc. (Prog) Physical Science with Computer Science

B.A. (Hons) Psychology

Other

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Course *

If Other, specify the Course

Contact Number / Mobile Number *

If pursuing higher education, please mention, name of the university, course,
year of admission and year of completion, otherwise mention 'Not Applicable'

*

If working, please mention name of organization and your designation,
otherwise mention 'Not Applicable'

*

Previous Job(s) detail(s)
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9.

Mark only one oval per row.

10.

Mark only one oval per row.

Please give your overall assessment of following aspects of college
Infrastructure (prior to 2006)                                                                  

*

Average Good
Very
Good

Excellent Not Applicable

Overall College
Infrastructure

Laboratories

Library

Canteen

Classrooms

Hostel (Girls), If
applicable

Overall College
Infrastructure

Laboratories

Library

Canteen

Classrooms

Hostel (Girls), If
applicable

Please give your overall assessment of following aspects of college
Infrastructure (2006 onwards)                                                                  

*

Average Good
Very
Good

Excellent
Not

Applicable

Overall College
Infrastructure

Laboratories

Library

Canteen

Classrooms

Hostel (Girls), If
applicable

Overall College
Infrastructure

Laboratories

Library

Canteen

Classrooms

Hostel (Girls), If
applicable
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11.

Mark only one oval per row.

12.

Mark only one oval per row.

Teaching Learning & Evaluation *

Average Good Very Good Excellent

Faculty

Curriculum

Practical Learning/
Field Visits etc.

Assessment

Seminar/
Workshops/Conferen
ces

Faculty

Curriculum

Practical Learning/
Field Visits etc.

Assessment

Seminar/
Workshops/Conferen
ces

Facilities *

Average Good Very Good Excellent

e-Resources

Internet & Wi-�
Facilities

Sports Activities

NSS Activities

Cultural Activities

Medical Facilities

Bank/ATM

e-Resources

Internet & Wi-�
Facilities

Sports Activities

NSS Activities

Cultural Activities

Medical Facilities

Bank/ATM
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13.

Mark only one oval per row.

14.

15.

Mark only one oval.

Yes

No

16.

Mark only one oval.

Yes

No

17.

Services *

Average Good Very Good Excellent

Admission Process

Placement Cell

Financial Assistance

Grievance Redressal

Admission Process

Placement Cell

Financial Assistance

Grievance Redressal

Your valuable suggestions for further development of this College *

 Are you a member of Alumni Association of our College? *

Are you satisfied with the efforts taken by the college to connect with its
Alumni?

*

What other efforts can the college take to integrate its Alumni in further
enhancing the overall quality of the college?

*
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18.

Other:

Check all that apply.

Placements/ Internships
Guest Lectures / Seminars
Financial Assistance (Scholarship / Sponsorship)

19.

Mark only one oval.

Average

1

2

3

4

Excellent

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

In what way you can contribute in the development of the College? (You can
tick more than 1 option)

*

How do you rate the overall Experience at the college? *

 Forms

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
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Full Name

76 responses

Nikhil Chhabria

AYUSHI KAUL

Neha Gupta

Sakshi Gupta

Bhavya Jain

Akshat Kumar

PULKIT KALRA

Vishal DUDEJA

Suvidhi Kalra

Anjali

Tulika

Priya

Gaurav

Sumit Kumar Pal

Saurabh Verma

Haridyal Singh

Neha Singh

Manisha Yadav

Sarthak Garg

Sanyam Jain

Vishvendra singh

Priyanka Gupta
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Ankur Jain

Pawn Rastogi

Nitin Verma

Madhu Das

Neha Chawla

Mahak Narula

ANURAG GUPTA

Riya Goel

Gaurav Gupta

Shivani meena

Sulochna Arora

Rahul Mittal

Krish Gulati

Rishabh Mahajan

Rohit Kumar Mehta

Sangeeta Tulsiyan

Yamini Mishra

Rahul Sharda

Sakshi Dubey

Rajan Yadav

Dr. Smita Agarwal

PUNYA NAGPAL

Ranvir kumar
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Akshit Mittal

Renuka Swami

Piyushi Agarwal

AYUSHI VERMA

Hridank Sethi

Shalini Mittal

Jasvinder Singh

Kshitij Yadav

Abhishek Rauthan

Lovely Kain

Ritu Mudgal

Shivani

Tapesh Jindal

Tanmay Garg

sakshi bansal

Ishita Bansal

Sugam Mishra

Riya Kumar

Yogita Pandey

Abhishek Agrawal

Sumit Semwal

Disha Jaswal

Roshan Kumar

Tanvi Gupta
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Surbhi Singh

Gaurav Kushwaha

Aditya Gupta

Sheetij Aggarwal

APOORVA

Harshit Jain

Sakshi

Batch / Year of Passing

76 responses

Course

76 responses

Copy

1998
2004

2007
2012

2014
2015-2018

2016-19
2018

2019
2021

0

10

20

30

3 (3.9%)3 (3.9%)3 (3.9%)2 (2.6%)2 (2.6%)2 (2.6%)1 (1.3%)1 (1.3%)1 (1.3%)1 (1.3%)1 (1.3%)1 (1.3%)1 (1.3%)1 (1.3%)1 (1.3%)1 (1.3%)1 (1.3%)1 (1.3%)1 (1.3%)1 (1.3%)1 (1.3%)
3 (3.9%)3 (3.9%)3 (3.9%)2 (2.6%)2 (2.6%)2 (2.6%)2 (2.6%)2 (2.6%)2 (2.6%)1 (1.3%)1 (1.3%)1 (1.3%)1 (1.3%)1 (1.3%)1 (1.3%)1 (1.3%)1 (1.3%)1 (1.3%)

4 (5.3%)4 (5.3%)4 (5.3%)

9 (11.8%)9 (11.8%)9 (11.8%)

2 (2.6%)2 (2.6%)2 (2.6%)

11 (14.5%)11 (14.5%)11 (14.5%)
8 (10.5%)8 (10.5%)8 (10.5%)

21 (27.6%)21 (27.6%)21 (27.6%)

1 (1.3%1 (1.3%1 (1.3%

Copy

B.Com (Hons)
B.Sc. (Hons) Computer Science
B.Sc. (Hons) Electronics
B.Sc. (Hons) Mathematics
B.Sc. (Prog) Mathematical Sc…
Bachelor in Management Sci…
B.Sc. (Hons) Physics
B.Sc. (Prog) Physical Science…

1/2

9.2%

17.1%

15.8%

17.1%
25%
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If Other, specify the Course

10 responses

Copy

B.I.S.
BMS

BSc (Gen) Compu…
BSc (General) Co…

BSc Group A with…
BTech (Electronics)

Certificate and Di…
Diploma in French

No
0

1

2

1
(10%)

1
(10%)

1
(10%)

1
(10%)

1
(10%)

1
(10%)

1
(10%)

2
(20%)

1
(10%)
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Contact Number / Mobile Number

76 responses

9811827497

9711037514

9560460768

9718466674

9717199049

8527359254

09711170214

09899573457

7838805797

8168834053

9650791272

+918278867782

8607039979

956 031 6807

+918574611946

9672811331

9728198344

8076488092

+918447555980

9899143153

6006241950

+61447255906
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9811056620

9886344790

09810908859

8010909010

9999966199

8860059755

9899158422

9873101106

9650268319

8447894438

8447887362

8860263014

9958184195

+351-661316286

9315046822

+447831198905

09873656926

+919821951872

9873671599

8052419920

09810217969

9999515511

6203302788
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9999963221

9582394284

8368222479

07503206000

7291893944

7042370975

9717031203

9311210987

8595160578

8851177139

9717186688

07532949260

9654410790

8881074407

9718101547

+918076519397

09999665295

9868381134

9818537511

+919899446656

9341336517

8750835643

9482574273

9953224287
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9131535361

9901959749

9555304901

9818735086

9555686823

9013227118

8178856504
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If pursuing higher education, please mention, name of the university, course, year of
admission and year of completion, otherwise mention 'Not Applicable'

76 responses

Not Applicable

NA

Not Applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

University of Delhi, PhD (year of admission: 2018)

PhD, University of Delhi, 2017, pursuing

DU, m.com, 2020, 2022

HLM law college

IIM Rohtak, MBA, 2020, 2022

Na

B.Ed (semester 4) from GGSIPU

Pursuing Ph.D. from NSUT, Dwarka, Approximation Theory, 2020-2024

IIT Mandi : MSc Applied Maths 2019-21

M.SC Mathematics from Delhi University 2021-23

M.phil Operational Research, University of Delhi,2021-23,

Currently pursuing llb from faculty of law University of Delhi, batch 2019-2022

not applicable

University of Delhi, M.Sc Operational Research, 2018- 2020

IIM RANCHI; 2021-23

MBA IIM Shillong 2020-2022
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Baba Ghulam Shah Badshah University Rajouri J &K, Course Pursuing MCA, Year 2020 to 2022

Delhi University 1998-2001

Completed Master of Computer Science From Delhi University in Year 2000

MA economics from ignou year of admission : 2020

PG in Interior Designing and Styling from Pearl Academy

Msc.Mathematics,Zakir Husain Delhi college,Faculty of Mathematical Sciences,DU,2021

MCA, Jawaharlal Nehru University

Mcom (ignou)

Chandigarh University, M. A. Psychology, 2021-2023

Institute of Management Technology Nagpur, PGDM, 2020-22

MSc Electronics ( Delhi University South Campus),2021

B.ed (Jiwaji University,2019-21), Pursuing LL.B(FOL DU,2021-24)

Master's from University of Limerick, Ireland

Name of the University: Christ (Deemed to be University) - NCR; Course: Msc Clinical
Psychology; Year of admission: 2021; Year of completion: 2023

IET lucknow(AKTU), MCA first year, admission year -2021

PhD (Computer Science) -completed in 2019 Mewar University, Master in Information
Technology (1999-2001) - University of Delhi,

N/A

Indian Institute of Technology IIT Delhi

Recently enhancing PG Diploma to MBA from MAHE , Bangalore

MICA, Ahmedabad, MBA, 2021, 2023

MDI Gurgaon, PGPM, 2019-2021

Phd from Delhi University

University of Delhi, PhD, 2019, not completed yet
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Chartered Accountancy - Completed in 2021

SOL, DU (Mcom- 2020-22) AND MDU, Rohtak (B.ed- 2021-23)

Mcom from SOL,DU

Leadership Training for Software Professionals, IIM Bangalore

GGIPU, Masters in Software Engineering, 1999-2002

Chandigarh University - MA Psychology - 2021 to 2023

IGNOU, MA English literature, 2021

NIT Trichy, MCA, 2012-2015

IIM Lucknow, MBA, 2021-23

DU - MA PSYCHOLOGY - 2021/23

MBA, Teerthanker Mahaveer University, 2017-2019

University of Delhi, Master of Operational Research, 2021 and 2023
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If working, please mention name of organization and your designation, otherwise
mention 'Not Applicable'

76 responses

Not Applicable

NA

Not applicable

Not applicable

Microsoft

Bank of America, Team member as an MIS analyst.

Llb

Natwest, Finance Analyst

Ministry of Textiles, Young Professional

Work as a co ordinator in NGO

NSUT, TRF ( Teaching and Research fellowship)

University of Delhi

SOA University, Bhubaneshwar : Assistant Professor

Not

Academic specialist Byju's

Kalindi College, University of Delhi, Assistant Professor

Analyst at CHEORS Ind. Pvt. Ltd.

Management Trainee ICICI Bank

Suncorp Bank, Tech Test Lead

Spes Legis

Accenture
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UNITEDLEX - DIRECTOR

Sarvodaya Bal Vidyalaya , Subhash Nagar block 3

Teacher at Maxfort School,Paschim Vihar

Macquarie Group, Vice President Finance

Optum, SDE

Bdo India LLP (article assistant-2)

Rajasthan marudara gramin bank as a office assistant.

American Expres- Lead Analyst

Program Manager - Amazon, EU

Jefferies and Consultant

Not Applicable

HCL Technologies

Visiting Faculty (Computer Science) - Narsee Moanjee (Mumbai) , Online

N/A

Managing Partner - Ramtronics

Mpower Financing , American Fintech -Working as Credit analyst

Business Analyst at Evalueserve

Global Institute for Staffing and Training, Executive-HR and Admin

Thoucentric- Management Consultant

Cetpa infotech. Senior IT recruiter

Market Research Specialist, Monotype

Bank of America- Team member (fraud analyst)

Oriserve - HR Associate

Clinical Psychplogist- Gurgaon Multispeciality clinic
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Self Employed

CA Article Trainee

Bsr co llp- audit analyst

Accounting Analyst in JLL Gurgaon

Self employed

SOFTWARE COACH, LED Lights Manufacturer

Technical Lead, Linaro Limited

Trueblue, Recruiting Coordinator

Caparo Financial Services Ltd. (Junior Analyst)

Teach for India, fellow

Senior Engineer (Architect), Uber

HDFC Asset Management Company, Sales Executive

Previous Job(s) detail(s)

26 responses

Copy

Assistant Prof (C…
Class Teacher at…

Ericsson
ICICI Bank , Cre…

Internships/Volu…
NA

S&P Global Mar…
Senior Developer

Technical Intern…
ZS…

0

2

4

6

8

1 (3.8%)1 (3.8%)1 (3.8%)1 (3.8%)1 (3.8%)1 (3.8%)1 (3.8%)1 (3.8%)1 (3.8%)1 (3.8%)1 (3.8%)1 (3.8%)1 (3.8%)1 (3.8%)1 (3.8%)1 (3.8%)1 (3.8%)1 (3.8%)1 (3.8%)1 (3.8%)1 (3.8%)1 (3.8%)1 (3.8%)1 (3.8%)1 (3.8%)1 (3.8%)1 (3.8%)1 (3.8%)1 (3.8%)1 (3.8%)

8 (30.8%)8 (30.8%)8 (30.8%)

1 (3.8%)1 (3.8%)1 (3.8%)1 (3.8%)1 (3.8%)1 (3.8%)1 (3.8%)1 (3.8%)1 (3.8%)1 (3.8%)1 (3.8%)1 (3.8%)1 (3.8%)1 (3.8%)1 (3.8%)1 (3.8%)1 (3.8%)1 (3.8%)1 (3.8%)1 (3.8%)1 (3.8%)1 (3.8%1 (3.8%1 (3.8%
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Please give your overall assessment of following aspects of college
Infrastructure (prior to 2006)                                                                  

Please give your overall assessment of following aspects of college
Infrastructure (2006 onwards)                                                                  

Copy

Overall College
Infrastructure

Laboratories Library Canteen
0

20

40

AverageAverageAverage GoodGoodGood Very GoodVery GoodVery Good ExcellentExcellentExcellent Not ApplicableNot ApplicableNot Applicable

Copy

Overall College
Infrastructure

Laboratories Library Canteen
0

20

40

AverageAverageAverage GoodGoodGood Very GoodVery GoodVery Good ExcellentExcellentExcellent Not ApplicableNot ApplicableNot Applicable
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Teaching Learning & Evaluation

Facilities

Services

Copy

Faculty Curriculum Practical Learning/
Field Visits etc.

Assessment Seminar/ W
Confere

0

10

20

30

AverageAverageAverage GoodGoodGood Very GoodVery GoodVery Good ExcellentExcellentExcellent

Copy

e-Resources Internet & Wi-fi
Facilities

Sports Activities NSS Activities Cultura
0

10

20

30

40
AverageAverageAverage GoodGoodGood Very GoodVery GoodVery Good ExcellentExcellentExcellent

Copy

Admission Process Placement Cell Financial Assistance Grievance Redressal
0

10

20

30
AverageAverageAverage GoodGoodGood Very GoodVery GoodVery Good ExcellentExcellentExcellent
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Your valuable suggestions for further development of this College

76 responses

NA

Library management can be improved

Should encourage more of curricular activities too

The college is already well equipped

Everything is very well managed

I would recommend more practical knowledge to the subjects, especially in the field of
commerce.

Develop a room for students activity corners type

Good as it is

Library and other facilities need to be provided to certificate/diploma students

Women safety cell can be formed.

Degree should be awarded to the students in Convocation physically.

None

More courses can be added

There must be help desk initiative along with teacher by student to create new space for
making students aware

Boys' Hostel

Operational research

Involve more students or give more imprtance to active participation of students in college
development decisions

nil

The assements related to projects and assignments can be done in a more detailed way. And
the practicles should be conducted in a more serious way so that students can get involved
more seriously.
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Give more importance and support to student cells

No

This form needs improvement, it is saying that fill "Hostel (Girls) If Applicable", and yet not
allowing to submit form without filling it :) Also there should be professional coaching
sessions for sports also.

Having better interaction with students

Nothing much, but all the best for all future endeavours

College needs more visibility. Leveraging Social media to create awareness will help

supporting cultural societies

The college could have more of seminars and interactive sessions

The University is well equipped.

Not Applicable

I think library and lab facilities can be improved

This college is a nice place to study, staff is also very supportive here.

One to one interactions

There is need to change faculty, as some don't even know the basics of subject they are
teaching and teach for the sake of completing syllabus. Every department should release
feedback form after every month or semester, regarding quality of teaching, whether students
are having issue with the faculty and take these matters seriously rather than saying we can't
change teacher's.

Teaching the subject with animated videos or related and focusing on applications will help
the students to grasp the Concept.

1. Work on student career development - upskilling with relevant industry knowledge,
internships, seminars, placements. 2. Professors need to take active role in mentoring
students for the industry.

Research ability should be enhanced in our college.

Take some initiative for students welfare with Alumni

More activity areas
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1. Infrastructure changes can be incorporated (includes canteen, labs and classroom); 2.
Facuity evaluation and feedback to improve the teaching experience; 3. The admin department
can be more helpful and efficient in working; 4. More oppurtunities in the forms of workships,
seminars, conferences and even activities like cultural activities and competitions.

I feel the college needs to stepup its CRC ie Corporate Resource Centre, which would aid to the
placement process for graduates.

More extracurricular activities please,

Please respond to alumni queries . i have multiple mails, never received a response.

The resources can be utilized in a more efficient manner by increasing the batch strength of
BMS course.

Look after games & sports...

An independent Alumni entity/governed by faculties, supervised by higher authorities so that
the legacy of the college as a brand and getting further intangible benefits like improvement in
the placements, exposure to field trips, exposure to industry, beyond curriculum exercises can
help the developments on growth towards better learning and eventually better industrial
deployabilities

Placement should be kept wider in terms of not limiting to few places but overall India ,
Fintechs are coming up these days , Given chance take into consideration for growth of
student, be it fintech/startups

Focus on having more cultural events

Library and classrooms should be improved. More interactive sessions and events should be
held

There needs to be a stronger focus on providing opportunities for students to develop
holistically. Greater autonomy to committees and student societies, greater budgets to allow
for more exposure.

Focus more on improving the classroom infrastructure

-

College need to focus on sports facilities.

Needs more Practical training for students / interactions with the professionals in form of
interactive sessions instead of workshops

Internet and wifi facilities should also be provided in the whole college it is available through
all the college
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College should focus more on personality development rather than attendance and written
assignments

Internet facility and e-resources are the two areas of improvement

Improve classroom and canteen

Focus morr on personal development and growth of students, not just studies

The students must be given more freedom in the college to pursue their goals as an individual
as well as society. Sports funds and kits must be property utilised and equiement must be
provided to students for the purpose pf training. Gym should be opened regualry and
throughout the day. Steps must be taken to make the student union more stronger and the
college administration must be open and willing to listen and address the issues of students
which have been pending since a long time.

All good

Add more funds in societies

Haven't been to college since I graduated in 2004.

1. Connect more with ex-students who can guide wrt jobs/internships/higher studies'
guidance. 2. Guest lectures from ex-students on selected topics

To encourage more practical learning and field visits.

I think classroom need to upgraded and make it more digitally connected.

Can include more sports activities and field visits

College should work on the issues of students

Make Industry training mandatory, More involved placement cell, Adhoc faculty needs to be
focussed & better, Internships, Coding Hackathons

Need to focus more on practical study instead of Theoritical

Conducting more workshops which have practical application in the industry.

GOOD

Kindly Improve your placement cell and placement opportunities for students. Also, kindly
improve the grievance redressal for the college.

Must improve the exposure for departmental fest and involvement of students in it. Do
seminar more often and Invite various guests and professionals of all fields as it will help
students.
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 Are you a member of Alumni Association of our College?

76 responses

Are you satisfied with the efforts taken by the college to connect with its
Alumni?

76 responses

Copy

Yes
No

21.1%

78.9%

Copy

Yes
No

32.9%

67.1%
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What other efforts can the college take to integrate its Alumni in further enhancing the
overall quality of the college?

76 responses

NA

-

Yearly alumni meet

Alumni meet

Organising more frequent alumni meet

College should plan a get together of Alumni

Apart from the once feedback, and that too after 2 years, should take feedback immediately
after 5-6 months

Give theme farewell of students whos not able to get during pandemic

Annual alumni meet

Alumni Meets

Organization of alumani program.

Can focus on research and placement.

None. Its perfect

By organising various activities during the session at least one

Please do organise a alumini meet so that we all can meet each other.

early meet

Connect more on social media.

Alumni Meets

Regular get together

Arrange more meetings
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Create or provide localized groups or point of contacts as per metro cities. Or arrange half
yearly zoom call etc.

Publishing a calendar, improving frequency of connects and communication will help

organise get together parties

Alumni meets

Not Applicable

I am satisfied with the efforts by the college

They can invite alumnis in various college events.

Regular session

.

Conduct an annual meet for alumni

By providing opportunities in the college or having a interaction via any mode.

Reach out to alumni for career talks and webinars

Every year held meeting with aluminies.Invite them on important occasion of the college.

Some point of contact, information about College initiative, upcoming initiative in which alumni
can help etc.

More communication with current students in this matter

Not Applicable

Forming a social media group or so!

Try to provide an application just for alumni

Keep in touch and Do respond to alumni queries.

Everything is ok

Plain and simple : E-mail Group, Personalised email, alumni directory e-copy/print version, call
up alumni for one on one interaction by decision makers of the college, so that individual
alumni can contribute and give suggestions on how to permanently develop the same

Doing great , The faculty is Good
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Conduct alumini meets

Should arrange meets every year

There can be many efforts towards connecting with alumni, for instance, conducting batch
meets for different years frequently

Regular connects and Alumni meets will be better

Alum connect once in 2-3 years.

Alumni meets should be kept.

We can have like montly meetings regularly with a specific dates fixed so that its easy for
Alumni to participate and can keep their slots free for that meet .

It is an good effort

Pep talks from alumini to students

College can organise an annual Alumni Meet every year

Nothing

There should be alteast one alumni meet every year, making the juniors and college students
interact with the alumnies so as to get them their insights and motivation.

Canteen should be improved

Add funds to society

Not aware of Alumni meet-ups or Industry exchanges

We can start with Better planned, regular, time-zone sensitive meetings, with inclusive options
for alumni outside of Delhi and India; Many of our Alumni are spread all around the world.
Perhaps a regular online newsletter to be sent to current and previous students, where alumni
can contribute too.

Have regular meetings, conferences, etc. Incorporate alumni with the present students and
make them feel connected.

I think alumni meet and conduct webinar and seminar on how college students can make
career in corporate or in their respective job profile.

Regular Alumni meets

College is doing very well
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Alumni connects, guest speaker series, Involving alumni in mentoring current student batches

Alumni meet where all can give suggestions.

More Alumni meets/connects

N

Organise an Alumini Meet and Honour them with a Momento as it will create a belongingness
to the college and it will also create interaction of new and old students which can help the
new students learn from the experienced people.

Have alumni meet regularly so that students can gain knowledge from them.

In what way you can contribute in the development of the College? (You
can tick more than 1 option)

76 responses

Copy
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Placements/ Internships
Guest Lectures / Semi…
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Abou how students ca…
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-
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How do you rate the overall Experience at the college?

76 responses

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google. Report Abuse - Terms of Service - Privacy Policy

Copy
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